Wandsworth Boundary Review
Wandsworth Labour Group submission to the Local Government Boundary Commission for
England electoral review of Wandsworth
Our proposed new ward map
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Introduction
Wandsworth is a great place to live. Its strong, diverse communities represent the best of
modern London.
Wandsworth’s council wards were last changed in 2002. The Labour Party in Wandsworth
welcomes the Local Government Boundary Commission for England’s review of the warding
arrangements and notes their recommendation that there should be a reduction from 60
councillors to 58 for future elections.
This document sets out the thinking of the Wandsworth Labour Group of councillors and how
our proposed ward maps meets the criteria set out in law.
Boundaries matter: in the 2018 elections Labour won more votes than any other party – but
the Conservatives got a seven-seat majority on the council.
Our boundary proposals are based on fairness and common sense.
To ensure fairness, each new ward is within 5% of the target size so that every voter has the
same representation. The wards are based on the public’s common sense view of the
community they live in. Places that go with the grain of everyday experience, such as
Balham, Tooting Broadway, Southfields, Battersea Park and Nine Elms.
To set ward boundaries, we’ve used existing landmarks such as railway lines, main roads, our
green open spaces and the river Wandle. Every effort has been made to respect conservation
areas, residents’ associations and parishes where possible.
Three-councillor wards are the default, to reflect the strong preference of local people and
current councillors to have a team of three people representing each ward. Two-councillor
wards are used where there is a clear case they give better representation.
We’ve used our knowledge from working in the community in every part of the borough to
inform our proposals. Thank you to the many local people who have already shaped this plan.
This document has also been published on the Wandsworth Labour website to encourage
public debate and engagement. Residents can have their say now on the Boundary
Commission website: https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/16790

Contents
Our new boundary proposals are laid out in three areas, roughly corresponding to the
parliamentary constituencies of Battersea, Putney and Tooting.
Battersea – page 3
Putney – page 20
Tooting – page 33
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Battersea

3

Balham Hill
Councillors: 2
Electors: 8,590
152 more than target, variance of +1.8%

The Balham area is clearly defined in the minds of its residents and continues to grow in
popularity as a place to live and visit. Its shops, bars and restaurants make it a vibrant and
attractive place.
Politically, Balham has been divided between a number of wards and three parliamentary
constituencies in the past. We believe that the proposed Balham Hill and South Balham
wards will restore a coherent sense of place – ensuring the political map of Balham is in line
with how residents think of the area.
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This proposed Balham Hill ward is an area where residents would answer “Balham” if asked
where they lived.
It is bounded by the main railway line to the south, the borough boundary to east and
Nightingale Lane to the north. The west boundary runs along Ramsden and Endelsham Roads
to keep the ward the right size and to ensure local landmarks such as the Balham Bowls Club,
Balham Baptist Church and Alderbook School remain within the ward.
Balham Hill – which turns into Balham High Road - runs down the centre of the ward and
gives a strong focus for retail and leisure activities. The ward is contained fully within the
SW12 postcode.
This proposal also keeps the Lochinvar Estate in the ward and ensures both the East and West
sectors of the Balham Hill estate remain united (they are on opposite sides of the High Road).
Balham Hill has a community with shared interests as it has a high proportion of young
professional private renters who commute each day to jobs in central London via Balham and
Clapham South stations within the ward.
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Battersea Park
Councillors: 3
Electors: 12,110
548 fewer than target, variance of -4.3%

The large number of new housing developments along the Thames riverfront in the existing
Queenstown and St Mary’s Park wards means they are too large and change is necessary.
This gives the opportunity to create a ward based around the most loved and used community
asset in the borough: Battersea Park.
Thousands of homes in north Battersea have no garden so the Grade II-listed Park is central
to the life of the community. This is as true for residents on Prince of Wales Drive as on the
nearby Doddington and Battersea Fields estates.
Residents close to the park share a feeling of strong stewardship – thousands took part in
campaigns to stop the park being used as a motor-racing track and to protect the adventure
playground.
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The Friends of Battersea Park has hundreds of members and has for 30 years helped to
protect and maintain the Park as an oasis of tranquillity and natural beauty.
The proposed ward is bounded by Queenstown Road to the east and Battersea Bridge Road to
the west. The southern boundary is the main railway line, a solid barrier that can only be
crossed via Culvert Road, on foot.
Battersea Park Road runs east-west through the ward and provides a strong focus for
communal and leisure activities – with its numerous pubs, restaurants, places of worship,
schools and transport links.
Uniting the Doddington estate and Battersea Fields estate in this area south of Battersea Park
Road makes sense: they share a GP surgery and primary and secondary school. There are
many family ties.
The Surrey Lane estate is included in the ward causing a ‘bulge’ along the western boundary.
This is in order to equalise the number of voters and due to its strong connections to the
Ethelburga Estate, which naturally sits within this Battersea Park ward.
Queenstown Road is a logical eastern boundary as the new Nine Elms ward to the east is
based around the thousands of new flats being built. It runs from Chelsea Bridge Wharf,
through the Battersea Power Station scheme to the developments around the new American
Embassy. These new homes are promoted to a high-end market of international professionals
who work in the City. They are different in character from existing Battersea communities.
This is a three-councillor ward to reflect the strong preference of local people and current
councillors to have a team of three people representing the ward.
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Battersea Reach
Councillors: 3
Electors: 13,032
374 more than target, variance of +3.0%

This ward takes in the historic centre of Battersea and runs down to the main railway lines at
Clapham Junction station.
The existing St Mary’s Park ward has too many electors following large-scale new
developments and it is logical to adapt the political boundaries to reflect the change in the
density of residents in this area.
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The proposed Battersea Reach ward is the heart of historic Battersea and residents in this new
ward would feel strongly they lived in Battersea. (Many have taken part in the campaign to
re-name Clapham Junction station as ‘Battersea Junction’ – as Clapham is a different place in
a neighbouring borough!)
A large proportion of residents in the new ward commute from Clapham Junction, using the
Grant Road entrance to the station which is at the south of the ward.
The proposed ward contains Battersea High Street, Battersea Church Street, Vicarage
Crescent and Westbridge Road. All of these are visible in maps of the area from the mid-18th
century onwards.
The south of the ward contains large social housing estates – Winstanley, York Road,
Kambala, Badric Court, Falcon and Wayford – which have strong mutual links and share
community facilities. For instance use of Christchurch, Sacred Heart and Falconbrook
schools, use of George Shearing and Providence House community centres; use of Battersea
Baptist Church and Battersea Mosque.
Falcon Road, the spine of the ward, turns into Battersea High Street as it travels north. Both
Roads are popular destinations for shopping and leisure activities.
Caius House youth club on Yelverton Road and the Katherine Low Settlement on Battersea
High Street are both large community facilities that draw people from across the proposed
ward.
Battersea Bridge Road, which turns into Latchmere Road, is the eastern boundary. The
Surrey Lane estate is excluded from the ward causing a ‘bite’ out of this boundary. This is in
order to equalise the number of voters and due to its greater social connection to the
Ethelburga Estate, directly across the road in the new Battersea Park ward.
The Thames forms the northern boundary. This proposed ward includes the old Battersea
riverfront alongside Battersea Church Road and Vicarage Crescent. The much larger newbuild flats built from the railway line southwards are more recent and have attracted a new
wave of residents. They are included in the Wandsworth Town ward.
This is a three-councillor ward to reflect the strong preference of local people and current
councillors to have a team of three people representing the ward.
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Lavender
Councillors: 2
Electors: 8,800
361 more than target, variation of +4.3%

This new ward is created from a matching swathe of red-brick Victorian terraced homes
between Lavender Hill to the north and Battersea Rise to the south. It is book-ended by the
borough boundary in the east and Clapham Junction’s rail lines in the west.
The homes were built in the same period and are now occupied with a consistent mix of
renters and owners. The majority of the people in the ward who work travel down the hill to
Clapham Junction station and commute into town each day.
There is a strong – and successful – shared interest in conserving the character of this area.
The extraordinary levels of development seen elsewhere in the borough have not been
repeated in the Lavender area.
The ward also contains some territory south of Battersea Rise. It is a matter of opinion where
Northcote ward – the area ‘between the commons’ – begins.
Shelgate Road is a sensible dividing line. Certainly, Auckland Road and Buckmaster Road
feel more connected to Battersea Rise and the area to their north. The cemetery is included in
Lavender ward as it opens on to Battersea Rise.
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The proposed Lavender ward contains Battersea Library on Lavender Hill and the Clapham
Grand at Clapham Junction. Also the main Clapham Junction shopping road of St John’s
Road, with TK Maxx, Debenhams, Argos and dozens of other outlets.
This is a two-councillor ward as it fits a defined community and allows for a fair number of
voters per councillor.
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Nine Elms
Councillors: 2
Electors: 8,415
23 fewer than target, variance of -0.3%

The proposed Nine Elms ward is based around the thousands of new flats being built in this
former light industrial area.
The new build homes run from Chelsea Bridge Wharf in the west through the new Battersea
Power Station development to the area around the new US Embassy. These new homes are
promoted to a high-end market of international professionals who work in the City. As they
are completed and occupied, these developments create brand new communities that are
significantly different from existing Battersea neighbourhoods.
The Patmore, Savona and Carey Gardens estates to the south are closely interconnected and
have strong links to existing Battersea communities. Therefore they are in the new
Shaftesbury and Queenstown ward rather than the new Nine Elms ward.
The river Thames forms the natural northern boundary of the ward, while the borough
boundary runs to the east.
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Nine Elms is a two-member ward as this matched the projected population of the Nine Elms
community almost perfectly.
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Northcote
Councillors: 3
Electors: 12,943
285 more than target, variance of +2.3%

The ‘Nappy Valley’ area between Wandsworth and Clapham Commons continues to grow in
popularity. It is centred around Northcote Road with its vibrant shops, restaurants and street
market.
The proposed Northcote ward contains matching housing stock and a community with widely
shared interests.
The boundaries of Northcote are debated by estate agents, sometimes extending as far north
as Clapham Junction and as far south as Balham station.
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This proposed ward extends south towards Balham to include Alderbook school and streets
that have shown a shared interest in social issues such as recycling, conservation and a
cleaner street environment.
To the north, the new Lavender ward contains some territory south of Battersea Rise. It is
often debated where Northcote begins; Shelgate Road is a sensible dividing line. Certainly,
Auckland Road, Buckmaster Road and Abyssinia Close all feel more connected to Battersea
Rise and the area to their north. The cemetery is included in Lavender ward as it opens on to
Battersea Rise.
This is a three-councillor ward to reflect the strong preference of local people and current
councillors to have a team of three people representing the ward.
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Shaftesbury and Queenstown
Councillors: 3
Electors: 12,292
365 fewer than target, variance of -2.9%

The proposed Shaftesbury and Queenstown ward unites Battersea neighbourhoods south of
the main railway lines.
The railway line and its stations provide a strong natural barrier and set of landmarks. The
tracks are the northern boundary of the ward, with Clapham Junction station at the western
end of the ward and Battersea Park station and Queenstown Road station in the east.
Lavender Hill runs along the southern boundary, beyond which Lavender Ward brings
together the matching swathe of red-brick Victorian terraced homes between Lavender Hill
and Battersea Rise.
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The proposed ward has very similar boundaries to the local parish – ‘Lavender Hill, The
Ascension and Battersea, St Philip with St Bartholomew’ – stretching from Clapham Junction
up into Queenstown.
The news Nine Elms developments are to the east. These new-build luxury homes run from
Chelsea Bridge Wharf, through the new Battersea Power Station development to the area
around the new US Embassy. As they are completed and occupied, these developments create
brand new communities that are significantly distinct from existing Battersea
neighbourhoods.
The Patmore, Savona and Carey Gardens estates are in the Shaftesbury and Queenstown ward
as they are closely interconnected and have strong links to existing Battersea communities.
These communities are significantly different from the large number of new-build
developments in the proposed Nine Elms ward to the east.
The Shaftesbury Estate is an important part of the ward: a conservation area where people
have a strong sense of community. Many local residents shop at Asda and commute from
Clapham Junction, both in the proposed ward.
The Poyntz Road triangle is accessible via Latchmere Road and fits naturally as part of the
ward.
This is a three-councillor ward to reflect the strong preference of local people and current
councillors to have a team of three people representing the ward.
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Wandsworth Town
Councillors: 3
Electors: 12,229
429 fewer than target, variance of -3.4%

This new ward stretches south from the River Thames to take in Wandsworth Town station
and Clapham Junction station.
The River Wandle is the boundary to the west, while in the east the ward runs up to Plough
Road and York Road where they contain the Winstanley Estate. It extends north along the
riverside to the railway bridge crossing the River Thames in order to take in a number of
new-build, high-rise properties whose communities naturally sit within this ward. The
southern boundary is the A3.
The proposed ward contains the Wilberforce and East Hill estates, and the Battersea Reach
riverside development, all of which have their own distinct communities and architecture.
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This is a three-councillor ward to reflect the strong preference of local people and current
councillors to have a team of three people representing wards where possible.
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Putney
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East Putney
Councillors 2
Electors 8,249
189 fewer than target, variance of -2.2%

The proposed East Putney ward is reduced from its current size. It includes the area bounded
by Putney Hill and West Hill. It is made up primarily of roads which access West Hill and
where access to Putney Hill is more limited, most notably east of the District Tube line. The
proposed ward contains East Putney station.
The eastern boundary is now the Wandle river and aligns with that of Thamesfield. The
proposed ward includes an area to the east of Putney Hill within the boundaries of West
Putney to balance the number of electors and reflect the fact there is commonality with these
residents and those living on the other side of Putney Hill.
This is a two-councillor ward as it fits a defined community and allows for a fair number of
voters per councillor.
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Roehampton
Councillors: 3
Electors: 12,430
228 below target, variance of -1.8%

Roehampton is on the western edge of Wandsworth with the borough boundary on three
sides.
The eastern boundary between West Putney and Roehampton currently lies along
Roehampton Lane. To equalise the number of voters per councillor and better align the
political map of Roehampton with the true locality, we propose to incorporate properties to
the east of Roehampton Lane including Roehampton Hospital and the developments on the
old hospital site within Roehampton ward.
Homes which adjoin Roehampton Lane, or where residents naturally travel that way and use
community facilities, now fall within Roehampton ward.
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The new ward boundary will run along the boundary of the Dover House Estate which will
remain in the West Putney ward.
As a result, the Roehampton Playing Fields, an important asset to the Roehampton
community, moves to the proposed Roehampton ward along with roads which flow into
Roehampton.
Putney Heath/Highlands Heath moves from the current Roehampton ward into the new West
Putney ward to take account of the fact that the community ties between this area and
Roehampton proper are limited – and transport links and facilities used by these residents are
located towards Putney.
This is a three-councillor ward to reflect the strong preference of local people and current
councillors to have a team of three people representing wards where possible.
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Southfields
Councillors: 2
Electors: 8,647
208 above target, variance of +2.5%

Southfields is a defined neighbourhood with a strong sense of place. Our proposal alters the
boundaries of the ward to better reflect local residents’ understanding of the area’s character.
In doing so, we have moved the northern boundary to run down Granville Road, an artery
which residents view as a clear marker of when they are crossing into Southfields.
Similarly, we have redrawn the boundary with West Hill ward to include the area bounded by
Victoria Drive, Albert Drive, Princes Way and Augustus Road.
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This has the effect of bringing within the proposed ward a large number of residents who
view themselves as living in Southfields. Southfields Station and Southfields Library are
brought fully into the ward.
The current eastern boundary incorporates a large tract of land to the east of Merton Road
(A218) which residents don’t view as Southfields and so we have incorporated in a new
ward, Wandle Valley. It makes sense for the boundary between the Southfields and Wandle
Valley wards to lie along Merton Road. To the east of this road the character of the
neighbourhood changes significantly from Victorian homes to large educational, commercial
and light industrial facilities.
The southern boundary of Southfields ward is on the edge of Wandsworth borough.
The ‘grid’, the shopping area on Replingham Road/Wimbledon Park Road and the Tube
station remain key components of the ward. The grid is an architecturally coherent
neighbourhood with strong shared interests (for instance, notable strength of anti-Brexit
feeling)
This is a two-councillor ward as it fits a defined community and allows for a fair number of
voters per councillor.
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Thamesfield
Councillors: 3
Electors: 12,448
209 below target, variance of -1.7%

The proposed boundaries of Thamesfield ward are simply the railway line to the south, river
Wandle to the east, the Thames to the north and the borough boundary to the west.
This is a minimal change to the existing Thamesfield ward. While there is an argument that
the west of Thamesfield and the east have only a tenuous link, it has not been obvious how to
otherwise recast the boundaries of the ward without creating difficult boundaries
elsewhere. Also, Thamesfield residents have not felt that the current ward arrangement to be
detrimental.
This is a three-councillor ward to reflect the strong preference of local people and current
councillors to have a team of three people representing wards where possible.
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Wandle Valley
Councillors: 3
Electors: 12,852
194 above target, variance of +1.5%

This new ward is proposed to reflect the strong, integrated communities in Wandsworth’s
historic Wandle Valley.
The ward is centred on the river Wandle, which runs north across the centre of the borough.
King George’s Park in the heart of the ward is a popular destination for local families.
Garratt Lane (A217) runs parallel to the river and bisects the ward. This road has a large
range of shops, pubs, bars and restaurants which serve residents across the ward. The large
and popular Southside Shopping Centre is also within the ward, providing employment and
entertainment for many residents.
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On the west side of the valley, the boundary is the A218 (Merton Road then Buckhold Road).
Beyond this natural barrier is the quite distinct neighbourhood of Southfields.
To the east, the ward takes in the well-defined Brocklebank Estate, Wendlesworth Estate and
Henry Prince Estate, with the boundary along St Ann’s Hill and Kingham Close.
The northern end of the ward is set by the A3.
This is a three-councillor ward to reflect the strong preference of local people and current
councillors to have a team of three people representing wards where possible.
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West Hill
Councillors: 3
Electors: 13,111
453 above target, variance of +3.6%

West Hill ward is reformed to better reflect the local community’s sense of identity under
these proposals. The changes mean the ward will now encompass West Hill Road and West
Hill School, while Southfields Library will be moved into Southfields ward.
The current ward boundaries break up the natural Southfields community. Therefore we
propose to transfer from West Hill to Southfields the area on either side of the Wimbledon
Park Road, to the south of Southfields station. This area includes the shopping precinct most
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local to Southfields and the Southfields Library, and is identified by local residents as part of
Southfields, not West Hill.
We also propose that territory is gained by West Hill ward. This will include West Hill
Primary School, named for its association with the ward and the Fazal Mosque and St
Michael’s CE Primary School – both of which serve the West Hill area. West Hill Road,
named for the area, falls within the new ward boundaries too.
The boundary of West Hill ward with Roehampton ward remains clear-cut at Wimbledon
Park Side. The north of the ward is defined by the A3 and the borough boundary is to the
south.
This is a three-councillor ward to reflect the strong preference of local people, and current
councillors, to have a team of three people representing wards where possible.
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West Putney
Councillors: 3
Electors: 13,270
612 above target, variance of +4.8%

Our proposal for West Putney ward is a clearly defined neighbourhood that includes all of the
area to the west of Putney Hill and to the south of the railway line, which is a natural divide
between Thamesfield and West Putney.
The existing boundary is inconsistent. For instance, it gives an area bordered by the Upper
Richmond Road and Putney Hill to East Putney and clearly divides communities. We have
moved this area into West Putney where it sits more comfortably.
In our proposal, we have included the area bordered by Carlton Drive and the Tube line
within the new West Putney ward partly as a requirement to balance population but also due
to the fact that there is commonality with these residents and those living to the west of
Putney Hill.
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Putney Heath/Highlands Heath moves from Roehampton into West Putney ward to take
account that the ties between this area and Roehampton are limited and transport and
communication links are towards Putney.
This is a three-councillor ward to reflect the strong preference of local people and current
councillors to have a team of three people representing wards where possible.
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Tooting
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Earlsfield
Councillors: 2
Electors: 8,806
367 more than target, variance of +4.4%

Earlsfield has a long-standing sense of community with many voluntary and church groups at
its heart.
Earlsfield station makes this a popular place for commuters and for property development,
with the marketing emphasising the area’s excellent transport links. The area around the
station is a thriving focal point for the community.
Garratt Lane, with a string of shops, pubs and restaurants, runs the length of Earlsfield and
provides a vibrant destination for local people.
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The railway line forms the northern edge of the ward and the borough boundary is to the
west. In the south, the ward logically ends where it meets Tooting Broadway ward at St
George’s Hospital. To the east the ward is bounded by a golf course and the Magdalen Park
conservation area.
At the moment, the conservation area is split between two wards (Openview in one ward and
Fieldview in another) which does not reflect the reality of them being one community with
Beatrix Potter School in the centre. We propose that they are united in the new Wandsworth
Common ward.
Key local landmarks Lambeth Cemetery and Streatham Cemetery are both contained in
Earlsfield ward, as is Garratt Green and local schools including Burntwood.
This is a two-councillor ward as it is a defined community and this allows for a fair number
of voters per councillor.
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Furzedown
Councillors: 3
Electors: 12,532
126 fewer than target, variance of -1.0%

Furzedown, in the south-east corner of the borough, has a distinct identity and a strong sense
of community.
Local people are proud to identify as Furzedonians. Key events organised by residents
include the annual Furzedown Summer Festival, which culminates in the Big Day Out, a
fayre on Furzedown Recreation Ground in the centre of the ward attended by thousands of
residents. Volunteers from the Furzedown Community Network also put on regular quiz
nights and street markets.
Furzedown has borough boundaries to its east and south and Tooting Bec Road forms the
natural boundary to the north – therefore the options for expansion are limited.
The most sensible option is to move the western boundary from Rectory Lane to Church
Lane. This move brings into the ward the well-defined St Benedict’s Estate, built on the site
of St Benedict’s Hospital in the 1980s.
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Our proposed boundaries keep the Streatham Park conservation area (from North Drive down
to Abbotsleigh Road) within Furzedown ward. It also continues to enclose Tooting Athletics
Track and the schools used by local residents: Goldfinch, Graveney, Furzedown,
Penwortham.
This is a three-councillor ward to reflect the strong preference of local people and current
councillors to have a team of three people representing wards where possible.
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South Balham
Councillors: 3
Electors: 13,126
468 more than target, variance of +3.7%

The Balham area is clearly defined in the minds of its residents and continues to grow in
popularity as a place to live and visit. Its shops, bars and restaurants make it a vibrant and
attractive place.
Politically, Balham has been divided between a number of wards and three parliamentary
constituencies in the past. We believe that the proposed Balham Hill and South Balham
wards will restore a coherent sense of place – ensuring the political map of Balham is in line
with how residents think of the area.
This proposed ward is an area where residents would answer “Balham” if asked where they
lived.
The ward is bounded by the railway lines to the north and the A214 (Trinity Road and
Tooting Bec Road) to the south. To the east is the borough boundary. To the west, the ward
ends at St James’s Drive. The homes between St James’s Drive and Trinity Road are not in
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the ward as they are locally considered to be part of Wandsworth Common (for instance, they
are within the Wandsworth Common conservation area).
The proposed boundaries keep the Heaver Estate conservation area in one ward (the
characteristic red brick Victorian terraced homes that run from Bedford Hill down to
Louisville Road). This is important as it is a distinct local community.
Balham High Road runs down the centre of the South Balham ward and serves local people
with a range of popular shops and restaurants.
Balham has had a significant Polish population since World War II. The White Eagle Club, a
busy Polish community centre, and the Polish Roman Catholic Church of Christ the King are
on opposite sides of Balham High Road. Our proposal keeps them both in the same ward.
This is a three-councillor ward to reflect the strong preference of local people and current
councillors to have a team of three people representing wards where possible.
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St Ann’s
Councillors: 2
Electors: 8,079
360 fewer than target, variance of -4.3%

The proposed St Ann’s ward is triangular, broadly contained by the natural boundaries of the
main railway line, the A3 and St Ann’s Hill.
In the north, the ward takes in Wandsworth Town Hall and the new Ram Brewery
development in Wandsworth town centre. It includes the sought-after Tonsleys
neighbourhood and the upmarket streets north of Wandsworth Common, including the
exclusive Spencer Park enclave.
In the centre is St Ann’s Church, a Grade II listed local landmark. The residents of this ward
have a well-developed sense of community and share a commonality of views.
The St Ann’s community is distinct from those in the neighbouring Wandsworth Town,
Wandle Valley and Wandsworth Common wards.
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This is a two-councillor ward as it is a defined community and this allows for a fair number
of voters per councillor.
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Tooting Bec
Councillors: 3
Electors: 12,061
597 fewer than target, variance of -4.7%

The central Tooting area is broadly considered by residents to split into the areas around the
two Tube stations – Tooting Bec and Tooting Broadway.
To reflect this, Tooting Bec is proposed as a new ward to fit the way people live their lives
and think about where they live.
The Tooting Bec neighbourhood is populated with residential properties that are similar in
style and there is a consistent mix of owner-occupiers and renters. The vast majority of
residents in this area who work commute into town each morning from Tooting Bec tube
station.
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The A214 (Trinity Road and Tooting Bec Road) is a solid northern boundary. The ward takes
in all the homes along this road between Furzedown and Wandsworth Common.
To the south, the ward meets Tooting Broadway ward half way between two Tube stations
that define the area. Tooting High Street runs down the centre of the ward and has many
popular restaurants, pubs and shops. It is the social hub of the area.
This proposed boundaries allow the whole of the Totterdown Fields conservation area to fall
within Tooting Bec ward. The Totterdown Fields Estate (Derinton Road, Lessingham
Avenue, Coteford Street and Cowick Road) is viewed by residents as being central to the
character of the Tooting Bec area and was London County Council’s first housing
development, built between 1901 and 1911.
The separation of Tooting Broadway into a different ward replicates the historical division of
Tooting into the manors of Tooting Bec and Tooting as recorded in the Domesday Book.
This is a three-councillor ward to reflect the strong preference of local people and current
councillors to have a team of three people representing wards where possible.
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Tooting Broadway
Councillors: 3
Electors: 12,394
263 fewer than target, variance of -2.1%

The central Tooting area is broadly considered by residents to split into the areas around the
two Tube stations – Tooting Bec and Tooting Broadway.
To reflect this, Tooting Broadway is proposed as a new ward based around the Tooting town
centre, named to reflect the influence of the Tube station in the way people in Tooting live
their lives and talk about where they live.
The majority of residents in this area who work commute each morning from Tooting
Broadway station.
The northern boundary of Tooting Broadway ward meets Tooting Bec ward halfway between
the Tube stations of the same names. The borough boundary is to the south of Tooting
Broadway ward.
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The western boundary of the ward is marked by St George’s Hospital and Streatham
Cemetery. Church Lane and Mitcham Road form the boundary to the east.
Tooting High Street runs down the centre of the ward and has many popular restaurants, pubs
and shops.
Mitcham Road and Garratt Lane run east to west. Mitcham Road is the main commercial road
in the area with range of chain stores – such as Sainsbury’s and Primark – and more popular
restaurants, pubs and shops.
Key local landmarks fall naturally within Tooting Broadway ward. Tooting Market is now a
major night-time attraction for people across London. Tooting Library and the Grade II listed
Gala Bingo hall (a former cinema) are signature buildings in the centre of the ward.
A historic crossroads is at the heart of the ward; the site of a Roman watch post on Stane
Street (A23).
The separation of Tooting Bec into a different ward replicates the historical division of
Tooting into the manors of Tooting Bec and Tooting as recorded in the Domesday Book.
This is a three-councillor ward to reflect the strong preference of local people and current
councillors to have a team of three people representing wards where possible.
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Wandsworth Common
Councillors: 2
Electors: 8,301
138 fewer than target, variance of -1.6%

Wandsworth Common is a ward based around the much-loved Common and its community.
Bounded by the railway tracks to the north and Bolingbroke Grove to the east, it brings the
shops and restaurants along Bellevue Road and the entrance to Wandsworth Common station
into the ward they are most associated with.
The southern boundary of the proposed ward follows that of the Springfield Hospital site,
which forms part of the ward as does Wandsworth Prison.
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The Magdalen Park conservation area marks the western boundary. At the moment, the
conservation area is split between Earlsfield ward and Wandsworth Common ward, which
does not reflect the reality of it being one community. We propose that the homes on both the
Fieldview and Openview sides of Beatrix Potter school are united in this Wandsworth
Common ward.
Wandsworth Common ward takes in the homes between St James’s Drive and Trinity Road,
as local residents identify them as being part of the Wandsworth Common area rather than
South Balham.
This is a two-councillor ward as it is a defined community and this allows for a fair number
of voters per councillor.
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